What do centrality measures measure in psychological networks?
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Abstract

Centrality indices are a popular tool to analyze structural aspects of psychological networks. As centrality indices were originally developed in the context of social networks, it is unclear to what extent these indices are suitable in a psychological network context. In this paper we critically examine several issues with the use of the most popular centrality indices in psychological networks: degree, betweenness, and closeness centrality. We show that problems with centrality indices discussed in the social network literature also apply to the psychological networks. Assumptions underlying centrality indices, such as presence of a flow and shortest paths, may not correspond with a general theory of how psychological variables relate to one another. Furthermore, the assumptions of node distinctiveness and node exchangeability may not hold in psychological networks. We conclude that, for psychological networks, betweenness and closeness centrality seem especially unsuitable as measures of node importance. We therefore suggest three ways forward: (1) using centrality measures that are tailored to the psychological network context, (2) reconsidering existing measures of importance used in statistical models underlying psychological networks, and (3) discarding the concept of node centrality entirely. Foremost, we argue that one has to make explicit what one means when one states that a node is central, and what assumptions the centrality measure of choice entails, to make sure that there is a match between the process under study and the centrality measure that is used.
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General summary: In clinical psychology, networks of symptoms or affect states are increasingly used to study psychopathology. Such psychopathological networks are often further analyzed with centrality measures that indicate which symptoms or affect states are structurally important. We argue that the use of these centrality measures, which originally stem from social networks, is problematic in psychological networks, and propose several alternative ways forward.
Introduction

Networks or graphs are a general way to visualize and analyze the interaction between nodes. The most well-known networks are social networks, which have been used and studied for decades (Newman, 2010). In a social network the nodes are people (or groups of people) and these nodes are connected through some sort of relation, such as friendship. One could study, for example, if schoolchildren are more likely to be friends with schoolmates of the same gender (Moreno, 1934; Newman, 2010). In network studies, the emphasis is thus on the connections between the nodes of the network (Kolaczyk & Csárdi, 2014).

Recently a new kind of network has been introduced: the psychological network (Borsboom, 2008; Borsboom & Cramer, 2013; Cramer, Waldorp, van der Maas, & Borsboom, 2010). Such psychological networks are different from social networks, as the nodes in the network are not people but psychological variables, such as affect states or symptoms (Cramer et al., 2012; Fried & Cramer, 2017; Fried et al., 2017; Klippel et al., 2017; van Roekel, Heininga, Vrijen, Snippe, & Oldehinkel, 2018). In psychological networks, the nodes are operationalized as, for example, items of a depression questionnaire such as the Beck Depression Inventory (Bringmann, Lemmens, Huibers, Borsboom, & Tuerlinckx, 2015; David, Marshall, Evanovich, & Mumma, 2018).

Another difference is that in social networks the connections between nodes are considered to be observable, that is, they feature as data. People self-report on a certain relation of interest, or it is reported by an external observer (e.g., whether person A is friends with person B). A social network, thus, can be seen as a reflection of these raw data. In psychological networks, however, the connections between the nodes (e.g., symptoms) are not treated as data\(^1\), but as parameters that have to be inferred using existing modeling techniques. The most

---

\(^1\) In the present paper, we focus exclusively on networks based on statistical parameters, which are currently popular; networks in which people are asked to rate the relations between symptoms directly (e.g., Frewen,
popular models to estimate a psychological network are partial correlations for cross-sectional data (i.e., cross-sectional network; Costantini et al., 2015; Epskamp, Waldorp, Möttus, & Borsboom, 2018; van Borkulo et al., 2014) and vector autoregressive based models for intensive longitudinal data (i.e., temporal network; Bringmann et al., 2013). Thus, instead of being direct representations of raw data, the connections in psychological networks represent coefficients derived from a model, such as partial correlation coefficients or regression weights.

Especially in mental health research, the application of psychological or more specifically psychopathological networks has drastically increased in the past five years. In psychopathological networks, the focus is on individual symptoms or psychological states (measured at a smaller scale) and how such symptoms influence each other. For example, sleeping problems can lead to tiredness, which in turn can trigger sadness, and as the downward spiral progresses, symptoms reinforce one another, eventually resulting in a full-blown depression (Borsboom, 2017; Cramer et al., 2010). Symptom networks have been inferred and analyzed for several psychopathological domains, including depression (Boschloo, Schoevers, van Borkulo, Borsboom, & Oldehinkel, 2016; Boschloo et al., 2015; van Borkulo et al., 2015), psychosis (Isvoranu, Borsboom, van Os, & Guloksuz, 2016; Isvoranu, van Borkulo, et al., 2016; Wigman, de Vos, Wichers, van Os, & Bartels-Velthuis, 2016), and posttraumatic stress disorder (McNally et al., 2015). Besides permeating research, network analytic tools are currently also being explored in clinical practice in the form of network-based interventions (Bak, Drukker, Hasmi, & van Os, 2016; Kroeeze et al., 2017). This approach is appealing not only due to the plausibility of the idea that to understand psychopathology one should focus on the elements constituting this process – the interplay between symptoms and external factors.
(Fried & Nesse, 2015; Wichers, 2014) – but also due to the useful visualization tools (Epskamp, Cramer, Waldorp, Schmittmann, & Borsboom, 2012), that depict partial correlation and vector autoregressive models as a network in an intuitive way (Bringmann & Eronen, 2018).

In addition to the visualization of networks, the network approach to mental disorders leads to a whole new toolbox to analyze the interrelations of symptoms that originally stems from social network analysis. This toolbox includes centrality indices, of which the most commonly used are degree, closeness, and betweenness centrality. Centrality indices are intended to reveal the relative importance of nodes in the structure of the network. Symptoms with a high centrality may be the ones that strongly affect other symptoms in the network due to their strong connections to other symptoms (Borsboom et al., 2011; Newman, 2004). The identification of such potentially influential symptoms is thought to be of importance because it could guide the choice of symptoms to intervene on in clinical practice (Borsboom & Cramer, 2013). Corresponding to these suggestions, centrality indices have been used in empirical papers to describe the importance of symptoms within the network structure, including several recent articles in the Journal of Abnormal Psychology (Anker et al., 2017; Gold Schmidt et al., 2018; Levinson et al., 2017; Moshier et al., 2018; Preszler, Marcus, Edens, & McDermott, 2018; Robinaugh, Millner, & McNally, 2016; Verschuere et al., 2018).

However, recently several researchers have also raised doubts about the use of centrality indices in psychological networks (Bringmann, 2016; Epskamp, 2017; Epskamp, Borsboom, & Fried, 2017; Epskamp, van Borkulo, et al., 2018). First, these centrality indices were originally developed for social networks, which, as we have seen, differ from psychological networks in important ways. Moreover, even in the social network context for which they were developed centrality indices have been far from unproblematic in terms of interpretation and conceptualization (Borgatti, 2005; Freeman, 1979). This casts doubt on the suitability of these indices for analyzing psychological or psychopathological networks.
Second, centrality indices, especially closeness and betweenness centrality, have been shown to be unstable in some cross-sectional and temporal networks (Bulteel, Tuerlinckx, Brose, & Ceulemans, 2016; Epskamp et al., 2017). Centrality indices have, for instance, been observed to display wide confidence intervals (for betweenness centrality; Bringmann et al., 2013), low stability in cross-sectional data (Epskamp et al., 2017), or inconsistency in findings regarding the most central node across datasets of similar psychological variables (Bringmann et al., 2016; Forbes, Wright, Markon, & Krueger, 2017, however, see also Borsboom et al., 2017).

Third, in addition to the reliability concerns, little research has been done on the predictive power of centrality indices. Research using cross-sectional networks has found some evidence for the idea that central symptoms more strongly predict the onset of major depressive disorder than less central symptoms (Boschloo, van Borkulo, Borsboom, & Schoevers, 2016). However, a study on social anxiety disorder (Rodebaugh et al. 2018) found that although degree centrality (not closeness or betweenness centrality) seemed to have some utility in predicting change processes and social anxiety severity, it was simply the number of times that patients endorsed (i.e., reported) a symptom that had the most predictive power in indicating which items were the most important ones. The authors conclude that clinicians could use highly central symptoms of cross-sectional networks, but simply treating the most commonly reported symptoms would probably work better (Rodebaugh et al., 2018). Furthermore, there remains a lack of studies on the predictive value of centrality indices in temporal networks.

Thus, even though centrality indices seem intuitive, easily applicable and are often used (Boschloo, Schoevers, et al., 2016; Fried, Epskamp, Nesse, Tuerlinckx, & Borsboom, 2016; Marcus, Preszler, & Zeigler-Hill, 2018; Robinaugh, LeBlanc, Vuletich, & McNally, 2014), possible issues in interpreting these indices in the context of psychological networks have not yet been reviewed. In this paper, we will critically examine which issues have been raised in
the social network literature and to what extent these issues transfer to psychological networks. To this end, we will consider, from a conceptual point of view, the three most used network measures in the psychological literature: degree, closeness, and betweenness centrality.

The structure of the paper will be as follows: We will first go through the general definitions and explanations of the three centrality indices based on the social network literature. In the next section, we will dive into the known problems these measures have in social networks and discuss these and other issues in applying them to psychological networks. In the final section, we will suggest several ways to move the field of psychological networks research forward.

**Centrality: The Background**

The centrality indices used in psychological networks originally stem from the field of social networks (Newman, 2010) and were originally developed in the context of human communication (Bavelas, 1950; Leavitt, 1951). In social networks, for example friendship networks, one studies the relationship between social entities called actors. Actors are discrete separable entities or nodes, for example, individuals or companies. The relationships between these nodes are called edges, links, or ties and can range from evaluations of one person by another (friendship networks) to transfer of material resources (transaction networks). These relations can be gathered through, for example, questionnaires, interviews, observations, or databases (e.g., for citation networks where the nodes are researchers; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Such relations can be captured in an adjacency matrix, in which an entry equals one if there exists an edge between node $i$ and node $j$, and is zero otherwise. The adjacency matrix can then be used to represent the network as a graph. However, for simplicity we will only use the word network in this paper. Besides visualization of such relations, networks are commonly analyzed with statistical tools to examine structural properties. These range from macro level...
features (e.g., the small world effect; Borsboom et al., 2011; Watts & Strogatz, 1998) through meso level features (e.g., clustering; Fortunato, 2010) to micro or node level features of the network (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). The latter includes applications of centrality indices to identify structurally important nodes within the network.

Even though centrality is one of the key concepts in social network analysis, there was historically (and still is) no generally accepted conceptualization for its measurement, due to the ambiguity of being structurally important (Freeman, 1979). This led to a great variety of possible measures of centrality. Additionally, most measures were so complex that it was unclear what they were supposed to measure (Freeman, 1979). In order to bring some clarity to this strand of research, Freeman tried to reevaluate the concept of centrality and measures that had been introduced, and distilled from that three centrality indices: degree, betweenness, and closeness. These became very popular measures of centrality for unweighted networks, in which edges have only two possible values, one (an edge) or zero (no edge), and still form the basis of many centrality indices (nowadays there are over 100 centrality measures to choose from; Lü et al., 2016), including the ones we will discuss below (Wasserman & Faust, 1994).

More specifically, we will focus on Opsahl’s centrality indices for weighted networks (i.e., the edges have a weight assigned to them; Opsahl, Agneessens, & Skvoretz, 2010), which are adapted from Freeman’s centrality indices. These three centrality indices are implemented in the R package qgraph (Epskamp et al., 2012) and are by far the most commonly used to analyze psychological networks.

Degree and Strength Centrality

---

2 See also: [http://schochastics.net/sna/periodic.html](http://schochastics.net/sna/periodic.html)
Degree centrality is simply the sum of direct (i.e., adjacent) edges each node has (Freeman, 1979; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). To illustrate the calculation of degree centrality, we show in Figure 1 an example of a possible psychological network of 9 nodes that are connected through 9 (weighted) edges. Such a network could represent, for instance, partial correlations (edges) connecting psychological variables, such as symptoms (nodes). In this network, node 3 has the most edges directly connected to it and thus with a degree of 4, with edges between the nodes (3,1), (3,2), (3,4), and (3,5), has the highest degree centrality. The concept of degree centrality is most easily explained in its original social networks context, for example, a network of schoolchildren playing together outside of the classroom. The network can be constructed by observing the children (the nodes) and coding an edge when two children play together. The children with a low centrality degree would be the ones who do not play with many others, whereas a child with a high degree centrality would be a child that does play with many other children. In psychopathological terms, the node with the highest degree is a symptom that directly interacts or is associated with many other nodes or symptoms in the network (Richetin, Preti, Costantini, & De Panfilis, 2017).

As Figure 1 is a weighted network, one could also, instead of just counting if there is an edge or not, take the edge weights into account, which is known as strength centrality (Barrat, Barthelemy, Pastor-Satorras, & Vespignani, 2004; Newman, 2004). Psychological networks usually contain positive and negative edge weights, as in the current example, whereas strength centrality was originally defined for networks with only positive edge weights. Thus, in psychological networks strength centrality is calculated by taking the sum of all absolute edge weights a node is directly connected to. In this case, node 3 again has the highest strength centrality (0.27+0.45+0.16+0.11 = 0.99). Furthermore, besides being undirected, edges can also be directed, for example, when using vector autoregressive models. In directed networks, there is thus an indegree or instrength centrality and an outdegree or...
outstrength centrality: nodes that receive the most edges and nodes that send the most edges (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). This is a useful distinction, as such directed network models are thought to provide information both on how a symptom directly activates and is activated by other symptoms (Fried et al., 2016).

Closeness Centrality

At the core of network science is the interest in how edges connect nodes across the whole network. For studying this, the concept of path length is used: A path length is the number of steps (edges) it takes to get from one node to another (Scott, 2000). A limitation of degree (and strength) centrality is that only direct ties or paths of length 1 are taken into account. However, often nodes in a network are indirectly connected, with a path length of 2 or more. It has been argued that these indirect connections should also be taken into account, and thus a global measure of centrality is needed (Scott, 2000). One such global centrality measure is closeness. The basic idea is simple: an individual or node has high closeness centrality if the information from this node can reach other nodes quickly (Wasserman & Faust, 1994), and the node can thereby, for example, communicate in an optimal or efficient way with all other individuals (or nodes) in the network and get to resources quickly (Freeman, 1979). In psychopathological networks, it is usually thought that a symptom with high closeness centrality is more likely to quickly affect other symptoms, and changes in other symptoms are more likely to affect symptoms with high closeness centrality (Rhemtulla et al., 2016; Richetin et al., 2017; Smith, Lee, Martel, & Axelrad, 2017). A plausible way to quantify closeness or minimum reachability time is by finding the fastest route between two nodes (often referred to

---

3 The most common weighted directed networks in psychology are based on vector autoregressive models, in which case there can also be edges going back to the node itself, so called self-loops. These self-loops are normally not taken into account when calculating centrality indices.
as the *geodesic distance*; Sabidussi, 1966). The fastest route for an unweighted network can be calculated by defining the shortest paths. Looking back at the network in Figure 1 without taking the edge weights into account, the shortest path, for instance from node 5 to node 1, is via node 3 (5, 3, 1) as it has a path length of two, whereas via node 4 (5, 4, 3, 1) it has a path length of three.

Because Figure 1 and most typical psychological networks (e.g., based on partial correlations or vector autoregressive coefficients) are weighted networks, when calculating closeness centrality, it is important to take not just binary paths (path or no path) into account, but also the connection strengths. For instance, consider the nodes 5 and 3. There is a direct connection between these nodes, which we could interpret as the shortest path. However, the indirect path 5 → 4 → 3 features stronger edge weights. It may therefore be more likely that information spreads from 5 to 3 via 4 rather than via the weak direct path. Notice that a high (again, absolute) edge weight indicates a faster connection between two nodes. To derive a measure for distance between two nodes, we take the inverse of the edge weight (i.e., $1/|\text{weight}|$). With this information, we can calculate the geodesic distance/shortest path between two nodes.

To continue the example of calculating closeness for node 5, the weighted path length from nodes 5 to 1 via node 3 is 12.8 (node 5 to 3 is $1/0.11 = 9.1$ and node 3 to 1 is $1/0.27 = 3.7$, summed together 12.8), whereas via node 4 the weighted path length is 12.45 (node 5 to 4 is $1/0.4 = 2.5$, node 4 to 3 is $1/0.16 = 6.25$ and from node 3 to 1 gives again $1/0.27 = 3.7$, summed together 12.45). This indeed confirms that the fastest route from node 5 to 1 is via node 4 instead of 3 once the edge weights are taken into account. In the same way, the shortest path lengths are found from node 5 to every other node in the network. To obtain the closeness measure for node 5, these calculated shortest paths are then summed together, resulting in 141. As this sum score is actually a measure of distance, how far away a node is from all others, we
again have to take the inverse of the summed shortest path length for each node to calculate closeness centrality. For node 5 this is $1/141 = 0.007$, which happens to be one of the highest closeness centrality values (see the right panel of Figure 1).

In temporal psychopathological networks, closeness centrality has been described and interpreted in the same way as in cross-sectional networks. For example, a mood variable with high closeness centrality is seen as being close to other mood variables and thus able to interact with them quickly (Bringmann et al., 2016; Wigman et al., 2015). What has been overlooked in the context of directed psychological networks, however, is that the shortest path length can differ going from one (from node 5 to node 1) or the other direction (from node 1 to node 5). In this case, the matrix containing the shortest path values can be asymmetric, leading to a measure of in-closeness and out-closeness centrality, just as with strength centrality (Scott, 2000, p. 86). In other words, in-closeness takes all the incoming edges of nodes into account when computing the shortest path, and out-closeness all the outgoing ties. Notice that in the $R$ package *qgraph* (up till version 1.5) only the out-closeness centrality will be calculated in the case of directed networks.

**Betweenness Centrality**

Another global measure defined by Freeman is *betweenness* centrality. Betweenness centrality, independently introduced by Anthonisse (1971) and Freeman (1977), quantifies the relative number of shortest paths passing through a specific node. A node with high betweenness can influence the information flow between non-adjacent (not directly connected) nodes (e.g., individuals), and thus has an important intermediary or gatekeeper position. In psychopathological networks, a symptom with high betweenness centrality is described as one that lies along the shortest paths between two other symptoms and is able to funnel the flow in the symptom network (Bringmann et al., 2013; Rhemtulla et al., 2016).
Freeman and others suggested in the 1970’s that betweenness centrality can be defined by calculating how often a node is on the fastest route between two other nodes (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). The fastest route can be the shortest path (unweighted network) or the shortest path length (weighted network). As we have seen in the previous section, shortest path and path length are not necessarily the same and thus betweenness centrality can also be different depending on whether the edges are weighted or not. Take as an example node 4 in Figure 1. If the network were unweighted, this node would have a betweenness centrality of 0 as it is never on a shortest path between other nodes. However, in this weighted network, node 4, due to its high edge weights, is, in contrast, on many shortest paths and has one of the highest betweenness centrality values (see Figure 1 right panel). The same applies to node 6, which has the highest betweenness centrality and thus a gatekeeper role (Scott, 2000). In order to get from node 1 (or 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, or 8) to node 7, 8, or 9 the information always has to go through node 6, resulting in 17 shortest path lengths on which node 6 lies, and thus a betweenness centrality of 17.4

Betweenness centrality takes the directions of the edges into account when calculating shortest paths, which means that results can be different for undirected and directed networks (Gould, 1987; White & Borgatti, 1994). Because betweenness is a measure of how often a node is intermediate in an information flow between other nodes, and does not take into account how much information a node sends or receives, there is no such thing as in- or out-betweenness.

---

4 Sometimes the shortest path lengths are doubled, resulting in a betweenness centrality value of 34 for node 6, as it can be argued that the information flow also goes the other way around. For example, node 6 is on the shortest path from node 1 to node 9, but also from node 9 to node 1. However, this does not influence the ranking of the betweenness centrality index. Furthermore, it is relevant to note that if there is not just one but two (or more) shortest paths between node A and B, then betweenness centrality is not based on the absolute number of shortest paths a node lies on, but the relative number. For example, it might happen that there are two equally short paths between A and B, with a third node C lying on one of them. Then C has 1/2 added to its betweenness centrality and not 1. If the absolute number instead of the relative number of shortest paths is taken, then we are using stress centrality (Shimbel, 1953).
Issues with Centrality Indices: From Social to Psychological Networks

After having taken a deeper look at how centrality indices have been developed in social networks and how they are used in psychological networks, in this section we will consider the possible issues with interpreting centrality indices. As is the case with many statistical techniques, inferences based on the three centrality indices rest on (possibly implicit) assumptions, which make them suitable or valid in some contexts but invalid and uninterpretable in other contexts. As an analogy, consider calculating the mean. Although the mean can in principle always be calculated when you have numbers (Lord, 1953), the interpretation of the mean can lead to confusing results when applied to nominal numbers assigned to categorical data, for example numbers assigned to nationalities. In this case, the mean could be 2, indicating that the average person is, say, Finnish, even though there is only one Finnish person in the sample at hand. Of course, this does not imply that we should never use the mean as a statistical measure. Similarly, whether centrality indices are suitable depends on the extent to which assumptions are satisfied. In this section, we will look into these assumptions, and examine what they entail for both social and psychological networks.

One possible approach to study the suitability of centrality indices is by conceptualizing networks in terms of flow processes (Borgatti, 2005). Borgatti distinguishes between three different flow processes: parallel, serial, and transfer. Whereas parallel and serial flow processes occur via replication or copying, either in parallel or one at a time (i.e., serially), in a transfer flow process things (e.g., money or post) simply move around a network. An example of a parallel flow process is an e-mail network in which people send out e-mails to warn of a

---

5 Imagine that a student wants to find out what is the most common nationality in a group of 13 students (7 from Germany, 1 from Finland, 3 from the Netherlands, and 2 from the US). During data collection, the student assigns a number to each nationality (1=German, 2=Finnish, 3=Dutch, 4=American). We thank Susan Niessen for this example.
computer virus. This can be seen as a parallel process, as emails spread through the network simultaneously, every individual sending emails to all their contacts at once. Such parallel processes can be captured with degree (or strength) or closeness centrality. An example of a serial process is a disease, such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), which is transferred one individual at the time, spreading further and further through a network, while an individual that has been infected stays infected. According to Borgatti (2005) none of the centrality indices can capture these kinds of flow processes. Finally, an example of transfer flow is the delivery of a package, for instance, a mail carrier delivering the post. The mail carrier aims to pass by the houses via the most efficient route possible to reach her destinations (the different addresses), and once she has delivered a package, she no longer has it herself. This last flow can be described with the betweenness and closeness centrality indices.

Whereas Borgatti (2005) lays out the different flow processes for most social networks, it has not yet been clarified what the process of flow under study in psychological networks is like. It can be argued that, when talking about symptom spread, the process is like a serial flow, where symptoms affect each other one at the time, such as with gossip or HIV. In this case, none of the centrality indices are suitable measures for capturing the flow in psychological networks, as all indices (degree, betweenness, and closeness centrality) are unsuited for serial processes such as the spread of gossip. However, it is perhaps even more plausible that in psychological networks symptom spread happens in a parallel way. A parallel flow, such as email spread, can be modeled with a degree centrality. In this type of flow, one does not need to necessarily know the information flow going through the whole network, instead, looking at path length 1 is enough to find the most influential node (e.g., the person that has the most email contacts). In the case of symptom networks this would mean that symptoms do not affect other symptoms step by step in a serial fashion, but rather affect everything they are directly
connected to in a parallel way. Which dynamic process best captures the spread of symptoms in a network is thus currently an open question.

Yet, it is questionable whether the idea of flow is meaningful at all in psychological networks. Originally, *flow networks* were conceptualized as directed networks that described transportation processes, such as traffic or fluids in pipes (Newman, 2010). These are networks where the edges indeed directly represent a flow process. However, even in social networks one can come up with examples where a structure is unlike a flow process. For example, having or not having a lot of friends in a friendship network is difficult to conceptualize as a flow process, as there is nothing literally transferring between people. Similarly, in psychological networks, we might have a conceptual idea on how symptoms spread through the network, but the network model and thus network structure does not automatically reflect this conceptualization. On the contrary, there is nothing flowing between the symptoms. Rather, a cross-sectional network gives information on the strength of predictive associations between affect items or symptoms and temporal networks inform us about how, for instance, the change in one symptom is likely to predict a change in other symptoms at the next time point (i.e., a lag-1 VAR model). These models give information on direct connections but not on how symptoms would affect each other indirectly (in terms of a path length exceeding 1) through the whole network (Epskamp, 2017). They both thus give valuable information on relation strength between nodes, but do not correspond to a flow process in a straightforward way.

Apart from flow processes, Borgatti points out several other assumptions that these centrality indices have (Borgatti, 2005; Borgatti & Everett, 2006). For instance, closeness centrality comes with the assumption that each node or person is trying to reach all other nodes in the network or trying to get information (such as a virus or gossip) to all other nodes in the network. This can be seen by the fact that it is calculated based on the shortest paths between nodes, taking all the paths between all nodes in the network into account. However, the
assumption that each node tries to reach all other nodes may not be plausible in some networks, such as networks representing romantic relationships between people. A further drawback of the closeness centrality measure is that when a node is not reachable (there is no path going to it), the distance cannot be calculated and the distance sum will go to infinity (i.e., is undefined), making closeness centrality unsuitable. This means the measure is only applicable to fully connected networks (when all nodes can be reached by the other nodes; Wasserman & Faust, 1994, p. 203). These issues transfer to psychological networks as well. For example, the requirement of a fully connected network makes the closeness index unsuitable in many instances, as psychological networks, just as social networks, are often not fully connected (e.g., in the case that the Lasso penalization is used for directed networks; Epskamp et al., 2017).

For most social and psychological networks, an even more problematic assumption required for both betweenness and closeness centrality is the aforementioned assumption of shortest paths. The idea behind this assumption is that if, for example, people communicate with one another, they will do that in the most efficient way and thus will take the shortest route, no matter who the nodes in the network are (Stephenson & Zelen, 1989). This seems reasonable for a transfer process, such as a package delivery, but one can also imagine many processes that will take a less efficient or more indirect route in the network. This can happen, for example, due to social preferences regarding individuals you want to share information with, as in the case of gossip. Moreover, often the process under study does not even know the shortest way in the network (e.g., viruses, gossip, or money transfer), which makes it even less likely that information will go through the network in the “best” or most efficient way.

---

6 Note that there exist alternative closeness centrality measures in which not all nodes need to be reachable and thus the network need not be fully connected, for example, the integration measure by (Valente & Foreman, 1998). See also footnote 1 in Opsahl et al. (2010).
(Borgatti, 2005). Therefore, although widely used in social networks, most of the time betweenness and closeness indices are not suitable to detect central nodes at all (Borgatti, 2005). For the same reason, these indices are also unlikely to fit psychological networks if they are used as a basis for dynamic conclusions in the absence of evidence that the dynamics actually respect the structure of the network in the appropriate way. Most importantly, it is unclear what entity in a symptom or affect network would follow a path at all, as these networks are about connection strengths between symptoms and not about transmitting something from one symptom to another. With this in mind, it is questionable whether this idea of distance and thus shortest or most efficient paths is meaningful in psychological networks.

What adds to this conundrum is that in psychological networks the edges are often negative, whereas degree, closeness, and betweenness were developed with distance or path lengths in mind, and length cannot be negative. Taking the absolute value is one option, just like splitting the network into negative and positive edges (and again taking the absolute values). Nonetheless, in both cases important information, namely, that some edges are influencing other symptoms negatively instead of positively, will get lost. Therefore, for instance, degree centrality only indicates how locally influential a node is, but not whether the influence is negative or positive. This makes all indices, even degree centrality, suboptimal for many psychological networks.

What may sometimes also make centrality indices less interpretable in the psychological context than in the social context is the issue of node distinctiveness (Bulteel et al., 2016). In social networks, the nodes are usually clearly distinct: they are different people and thus no overlap between nodes is possible (of course node distinction can become fuzzier in social networks too, for example when the nodes are companies). However, in psychological networks, the opposite is the case. The nodes, as they are typically based on items of a questionnaire, often have some form of multicollinearity and thus have both unique and shared
variance. The latter is typically not represented in the network edges and thus centrality measures are mostly based on this unique variance, missing information on the shared variance (Bulteel et al., 2016; Robinaugh et al., 2014). Furthermore, one could argue that in order to state that node 1 is more influential than node 2, they need to be truly distinct entities (Bringmann & Eronen, 2018; Fried & Cramer, 2017). Thus, one could argue that if two nodes are not truly distinct but conceptually overlap, it is problematic to claim that one of them is more central than the other.

Another assumption that hampers the use of these centrality indices in psychological networks is node exchangeability (Snijders, 2011). For most centrality indices it is assumed that nodes or people are interchangeable in the computation of the centrality indices (i.e. we count the number of paths without distinguishing between them). This implies that there are no relevant qualitative differences between the nodes in addition to the specific connections they have to other nodes. In psychological networks, especially symptom networks, this seems, however, not to be the case. According to the DSM (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), suicidal thoughts is a qualitatively more severe symptom than, for instance, loss of interest in sex. For this reason, it seems problematic to focus only on the connections in psychological networks to find the most central node (Bringmann, 2016). Instead, to be able to make statements about which symptom is the most important, centrality indices that also take node attributes such as severity of symptoms into account should be considered.

Additionally, the calculation of centrality indices is strongly affected by the set of nodes that make up the network. Every network representation assumes that all relevant nodes for the system under study are included. This ultimately raises the question of network boundaries: which nodes (i.e., variables) should be included in the network? Defining the set of nodes is a crucial decision, and has also been extensively discussed in research on social networks (e.g., see Laumann, Marsden, & Prensky, 1989). In particular, centrality measures that take into
account shortest paths (e.g., betweenness centrality) or distances (e.g., closeness centrality) can change drastically when a node is removed from or added to the network (Costenbader & Valente, 2003, Epskamp et al., 2017).

Lastly, in order to know if a centrality measure indeed describes something being central in a network, it is important to have conceptual clarity on what is meant when one states that a node (e.g., person or symptom) is central, and to have a network structure that fits or approximates this conceptualization (Freeman, 1979). The importance of having a clear conceptualization of centrality can be seen in the context of criminal networks (Firmani, Italiano, & Laura, 2014). In the research of Duijn, Kashirin, and Sloot (2014), criminal cannabis networks were studied. In these networks, nodes represented criminals and edges represented social contacts between the criminals. Using degree and betweenness centrality, Duijn et al. (2014) tried to find the most important or influential criminals. Degree was in this case interpreted as having access to information or resources and betweenness as indicating control of resources or information. Importantly, however, although the degree and betweenness measures should indicate which nodes or criminals were the most central, targeting these criminals did not lead to a disruption of the criminal network and sometimes even led to the opposite effect, a stronger criminal network (Duijn et al., 2014; Firmani et al., 2014). This was because these centrality measures actually indicated the most vulnerable instead of the most powerful criminals: when one has many interactions with other criminals, this makes one easily traceable and thus more visible. As criminals do not want to be caught, this visibility is a weakness. Therefore, in this context, using centrality indices such as degree and betweenness did not give the expected information about the most influential or important nodes in the network.

Similarly, in psychological networks, such as symptom networks, it could also be that degree, closeness, and betweenness centrality do not play out as expected. For example,
looking back at Figure 1, suppose we had a network with only nodes 3, 4, and 5. In this case node 4 would have the highest centrality indices on all three measures. A clinician might thus conclude that node or symptom 4 is the one to intervene on, based on the idea that the network structure is indicative of a causal structure. However, one way in which this partial correlation network structure can arise is through node 4 being a common effect of node 3 and 5 (i.e., node 5 and 3 both are causes of node 4). In this case intervening on node or symptom 4 would not change or disrupt any other symptoms in the network (Epskamp, 2017), and node 4 is in effect not a central node at all. More precisely, such a common effect node can be seen as an end point of a causal chain that cannot influence other nodes (Epskamp, 2017; Fried et al., 2018). Although temporal networks have directed edges, similar problems may arise in interpretability of centrality indices as the edges, for example, only represent unique, but not the shared variance of a VAR model (Bulteel et al., 2016).

Ways Forward

So far, we have discussed several issues with the most common centrality indices (i.e., degree, closeness, and betweenness) used in psychological network research. In general, it can be concluded that when using any centrality measure in social or psychological networks, its relevance and interpretability is highly reliant on the type of edge and process modelled. Therefore, it is not enough to state that one wants to measure how central a node is, but one has to make explicit what one means by a “central” or important node, and what assumptions the centrality measure of choice entails (Brandes, 2016; Schoch & Brandes, 2016). Only in this way can it be transparent whether there is a match between the process under study and conclusions based on the centrality measure of interest (Borgatti, 2005; Borgatti & Everett, 2006). Betweenness and closeness centrality seem especially poorly suited to most psychological networks, as they come with strong assumptions (such as that of the shortest
paths) that may not hold (not only in psychological, but also in social and brain networks; Borgatti, 2005; Joyce, Laurienti, Burdette, & Hayasaka, 2010). Furthermore, the edges in psychological networks indicate the (temporal) associations between nodes, and are as such informative and interpretable, but do not seem to correspond to a flow process. Further implicit assumptions of node distinctiveness and node exchangeability make these measures even less likely to be suited for psychological networks. Thus, with these problems in mind, the now most commonly used centrality indices do not seem ideal for studying psychological networks such as correlation, partial correlation, or VAR networks.

Where does this leave future research on centrality in psychological networks? We see three main ways forward: (a) using new centrality measures, (b) reconsidering the old measures of importance in the statistical models that underlie psychological networks, and (c) leaving the whole idea of centrality completely behind.

First, we could use other measures of centrality. The limitations of the three standard network measures have not gone unnoticed in the field of network science, and many alternative measures have been introduced over a substantial period of time (e.g., Agneessens, Borgatti, & Everett, 2017; Ercsey-Ravasz, Lichtenwalter, Chawla, & Toroczkai, 2012; Lawyer, 2015; Schoch, 2018; Yan, Zhai, & Fan, 2013). For example, Schoch and colleagues recently introduced a new way of conceptualizing centrality that does not rely on the idea of shortest paths. Instead, this measure of centrality uses the notions of neighbor-inclusion and relative ranking instead of path lengths (Schoch, 2018; Schoch & Brandes, 2016), potentially making it a better fit for psychological networks. In general, however, it is important to note that although new centrality measures have been introduced to address technical limitations such as the ability to include negative edges (e.g., Bonacich & Lloyd, 2004), this does not as such solve the issues that were raised in this article. What is crucial is that centrality and other network measures should not just be technically appropriate, but should conceptualize
centrality in a way that makes them meaningfully interpretable for psychological networks. Instead of simply applying new centrality measures to psychological networks, it would be a relevant endeavor to first put them under scrutiny, as we have now done with degree, closeness, and betweenness centrality, to determine whether they are suitable in a psychological network context.

A second way forward would be to use and improve measures of importance that have been specifically developed for the statistical models that we use for psychological networks. Centrality, or being the most influential or important variable, is not merely a question that has popped up in the network context, but has a rich history in psychological measurement. In that sense, psychological networks benefit from being based on existing statistical models that have seen an extensive history in developing ways to indicate relative variable importance. As Budescu (1993) states, since the development of regression and correlation analyses, people have sought ways to define importance of each variable through using, for instance, squared zero-order correlations, squared (semi-) partial correlation, dominance analyses, and many more (Budescu, 1993; Johnson & LeBreton, 2004).

In the econometric literature on vector autoregressive models, importance of variables has also played a substantial role. In this context, impulse response functions are an often-used tool (for example see, Hamilton, 1994). This method can answer questions such as which variable has the largest impact on other variables in the network and how one could intervene to change a certain variable in the network, if the dynamics process that governs network evolution is adequately specified (Blauuw, van der Krieke, Emerencia, Aiello, & de Jonge, 2017; Rosmalen, Wenting, Roest, de Jonge, & Bos, 2012; Snippe et al., 2015). Interestingly, some of these measures have been introduced to the network literature already, such as the relative importance network (Bos et al., 2018; Bulteel et al., 2016; Robinaugh et al., 2014). One measure of relative importance is the proportional contribution that a predictor makes to
When $R^2$ is calculated for all the nodes with respect to one another, it results in a relative importance network. In these networks, strength centrality then has a clearer interpretation than in standard partial correlation networks, as both unique and shared variance is taken into account, and all edges are positive. However, in these networks too, betweenness and closeness centrality do not seem to be directly interpretable. In any case, instead of using or developing new centrality or importance measures, we could use and improve the measures that were made in the exact right context for that exact model (correlation or VAR) to answer questions on variable importance, and use the graphs only as an intuitive visualization of these results.

A third way forward would be to leave the idea of centrality indices behind completely. In centrality and relative importance measures, the focus is on identifying single variables to target for intervention, for instance, in a therapy setting. However, it is not clear if this is even possible at all. Variables such as symptoms are often intertwined, and even though therapists try to intervene on, for example, mood, it is likely that other things (e.g., going out more) will change at the same time. This phenomenon is also known as the fat-handed intervention, as things (thoughts and mood) are so interconnected that it is dubious whether interventions on a single variable, for example, worrying, are possible without changing the rest of the system (for more on this, see Eronen, 2018). Instead, the network approach can be seen as an incentive to move more towards more complex theories and models, belonging to the field of complex system theory (van de Leemput et al., 2014; Van Der Maas et al., 2006; Van der Maas & Molenaar, 1992; Wichers, Groot, & Psychosystems, 2016). Defining clinical disorders such as depression as a complex system network shows that shifting the focus away from single variables, to how the network emerges and behaves as a whole, might reveal more insights into the dynamics of psychopathology, leading to more fruitful therapy approaches (Borsboom, 2017; Cramer et al., 2016; Wichers, Wigman, & Myin-Germeys, 2015). Thus, instead of trying to find the most central symptom, it might be better to study the dynamics as a whole, both to
understand psychopathology and to know on which reciprocal associations or clusters of symptoms we should focus our interventions on.

Based on our careful dissection of the three commonly used centrality indices and their (often implicit) assumptions, we would recommend using these measures with considerable care in psychological networks. In particular betweenness and closeness centrality may be problematic in common applications, given that they have more complex assumptions, do not have a straightforward interpretation, and seem to be unstable in psychological networks. In general, it is important not to just choose a measure from the social network context, but first to make transparent what the (implicit) assumptions are for the measure, and why it is suited for the research question of interest. All in all, we hope to have helped to clarify what centrality indices do and do not measure in psychological networks.
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Figure 1. The left figure is a hypothetical psychological network that can be thought of as a partial correlation network, in which the edges represent partial correlation and the nodes are typically symptoms or affect states. Red (or black) edges have negative values and blue (or grey) edges have positive values. The figure is inspired by Brandes, Borgatti, and Freeman (2016). The right figure is a plot of the centrality indices. Both figures are made with the R package qgraph. The figure shows that depending on the centrality index of interest different nodes can be labeled as most central.
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